
Why Earth Isn’t First in Canada
The following is a description of environmental issues within Canada with a special  

focus on Ontario. They are meant to further raise your awareness about what is  
happening on a more local scale. Awareness is an important first step to enable us to  

organize within our communities or support already existing initiatives that are fighting  
ruthless environmental destruction. Let’s put a stop to the injustices of the Harper  

government!

~ The Tar Sands Seep Into Ontario ~

Tar Sands 101

The Alberta Tar Sands contain 1.7 to 2.5 trillion barrels of bitumen (the dirtiest oil on Earth!) 
of which 185-200 billion barrels can be recovered. Bitumen oil is mixed with sand, clay, and 
water, and is difficult to transport and process. Steam is used to separate the oil which 
requires 2-4.5 barrels of water for every barrel of oil, and toxic tailing ponds now leach more 
than a billion gallons of sludge every single year. Tar Sands oil extraction is the fastest 
growing Canadian source of green house gases and it generates 3-5 times more GHGs than 
conventional oil production. Two tons of Earth matter is ‘removed’ for every barrel of oil 
produced, much of which is Boreal Forest. There are numerous First Nations living 
downstream of this disaster who are reporting higher cancer rates due to carcinogens which 
have been released into ecosystems. Shockingly (or perhaps not!), the Conservative 
government is actually PROMOTING the Tar Sands by giving tax breaks to oil companies that 
exploit this sensitive Athabasca region.

Enbridge and Line ‘9’

Enbridge is a large corporation currently building the 1,170 km Enbridge Northern Pipeline 
which will move 100, 000 barrels of oil every day, crossing 100 streams and 50 indigenous 
territories. Since 2001, they have spilled 1.5 million gallons of oil (1/4th of what BP spilled in 
the Gulf of Mexico) across Canada. In 2003, an Enbridge gas explosion in Etobicoke killed 7 
people…the most deadly pipeline incident in Canada.

Line 9 currently imports foreign oil from Montreal to Sarnia, and throughout eastern Canada. 
Recently, Enbridge has proposed to reverse the old ‘Trailbreaker’ pipeline so that tar sands 
bitumen crude oil could flow from Alberta through to Eastern Canada. This project is 
especially dangerous because Tar Sands diluted bitumen has extremely high levels of organic 
acid and sulfur. Diluted bitumen is also up to 70 times thicker than usual. As the oil is pumped 
through pipelines, its temperature increases, amplifying the corrosive qualities of an already 
acidic oil. This new Line 9 reversal would mean that massive watersheds like the St. 
Lawrence, Grand River, and Lake Ontario will be compromised in the event of an (inevitable) 
spill. On July 29th, 2012, the National Energy Board granted approval to reverse a part of the 
pipeline.



~ Nuclear Waste Disposal ~

Nuclear Waste….The ‘Gift’ That Keeps on ‘Giving’

In the last 50 years, the government has used $17 billion to subsidize the nuclear industry. 
Annually, this dirty industry creates 85, 000 radioactive waste fuel bundles, as well as 500, 
000 tones (or more!) of radioactive mine tailings. The Canadian government hasn’t come up 
with a permanent solution to the disposing of nuclear waste. A whopping $25 billion will be 
needed to manage only the waste currently created over the next 300 years. Right now, there 
are 200 million tons of uranium mine tailing in Ontario and Saskatchewan containing a variety 
of carcinogens. However, we don’t need nuclear energy: Ontario’s energy needs can be met 
with existing hydro supplies, improving energy efficiency, and switching to renewable energy.

Darlington Ain’t So Darling: Radio Active Tritium is a Dirty Little Secret

On May 2nd, 2012, the government of Canada announced that it approved the Darlington New 
Nuclear Plant Project. Four new nuclear reactors will be added to the existing site and will be 
in operation for 60 years. The site is located on the North side of Lake Ontario, 70 km away 
from Toronto. Decommissioning and abandonment is expected to take place between 2100 
and 2150 and the project is going to cost taxpayers $36 billion. The government clumsily 
approved this dangerous undertaking without knowing what types of reactors will be used or 
what Ontario Power Generation will do with the nuclear waste. Four environmental groups 
argue that the Joint Review Panel, who assessed the project, conducted a flawed review.

To date, existing Darlington reactors have created 5, 000 tons of radioactive waste, and 300, 
000 liters of trillium contaminated water was spilled into Lake Ontario. Radioactive tritium 
incorporates in our DNA and creates cancer and birth defects. In Canada, there has been a 
rising level of trillium in the environment and the government allows 70 times more trillium 
to be legally released than in the European Union and 473 times more than in California. 

Is South Hampton Next?

Currently, it is being proposed that the largest nuclear waste dump in the world (one that 
would store ALL of Canada’s nuclear waste) would be built in South Hampton, Ontario, on the 
shores of Lake Huron on the Saugeen Shores. Naturally, residents are appalled, and in the 
case of a leak, the project poses a serious health risk to all of Ontarians.

~ Mining on the Mind ~

Mining in Ontario

Sulfide mining is the new fad in the mining world that is putting the Great Lakes at risk. So-
called “sulfide mining” seeks to extract precious metals from sulfide rock formations—a 
process that produces mine waste that turns water into battery acid, devastating water 
resources and fish and wildlife habitat. Mines out West have been cited for hundreds of 
violations of the Clean Water Act.



Chromite mining or ‘The Ring of Fire’ is beginning in Northern Ontario. This type of mining has 
never before occurred in Canada, and thus we have little knowledge about how it will damage 
local ecosystems and human health. You can become exposed to chromite by skin contact 
with contaminated soil or water, breathing contaminated air, drinking contaminated water or 
eating contaminated food. Health risks associated with the ingestion of chromite are mouth 
sores, diarrhea, stomach pains, indigestion, vomiting, stomach cancer and lung cancer.

Mega Quarry

If approved, the limestone Mega Quarry, located between Orangeville and Collingwood, will 
be the largest open pit mine in North America and the second largest in the world. The quarry 
would take up an area of 2, 700 acres and be 1.5 times deeper than Niagra Falls. Because this 
area is the highest point of elevation within Southern Ontario, it is important for the recharge 
of Nottawasaga and Grand Rivers. The Boston based Highland Groups of Companies originally 
bought 8, 000 acres of land claiming that they will create the largest potato farm in Ontario, 
but clearly they ‘changed’ their mind. The quarry will use up to 600 million liters of water 
daily. The region is home to the Escarpment (rich in wildlife and forests) and holds some of 
the best agricultural land in Canada.

Canada Has Blood Diamonds Too! The Victor DeBeers Diamond Mine

The Victor Diamond Mine is being proposed by the DeBeers diamond conglomerate in 
northeastern Ontario near Attawapiskat on James Bay in northern Ontario. This region is part 
of one of the largest intact wilderness areas left on earth and currently has no industrial 
development. The mine site will cover an area of 5,000 hectares and the open pit will be 230 
meters deep and up to 950 meters wide. The ecological footprint extends much further to 
260,000 hectares - an area roughly four times the size of the City of Toronto. 

The mine will disproportionately affect residents of the local Attawapiskat Indigenous reserve 
supplying jobs only to the educated, which in turn could stratify and divide the community. 
The massive use of water out of Nayshkatooyaow River would dry out the muskeg, causing 
lichens to die. Lichens are a key food source for the endangered woodland caribou. The 
caribou are also a sacred food source for northern Indigenous people. Nearly 1.2 million m3 of 
muskeg will be removed, including all trees, ground cover, top soil, and plants. In addition, 
8,000 miles of roads will be cut through Algonquin National Park for easy routes in and out of 
the mine. This is more miles of road than in all of Toronto. 

~ Deforestation and the Assault on Wild Life ~

The Ministry of Natural Resources and their Clear Cutting Mission

Every year, 200, 000 hectares of Ontario’s forests are logged (that’s an area three times the 
size of Toronto!), releasing 15 million tons of carbon dioxide. Between 1998-2000 alone, the 
MNR approved 10 forest management projects that clear cut 70% of their permitted forest 
area, over the 260 hectare limit.Their justification? Clear cutting emulated natural forest fire 



disturbance. The MNR is currently working on trying to change the wording of the Timber 
Class EA to remove restrictions on large clear cuts and create a binding condition that would 
legally oblige them to guarantee a wood supply to the forestry industry. Instead of wasting 
their time allowing clear cuts, perhaps they should be getting rid of a loop hole in the system 
that allows many small clear cuts to occur. Many small clear cuts = one massive clear cut.

Mercury: It’s Still Here

Mercury is a byproduct of coal burning, smelting, cement kilns, pulp mills, and chemical 
plants. Natural areas such as Boreal Forests have fallen victim to this pollution which can be 
found in water and the soil. Mercury transforms into methyl mercury, a dangerous neurotoxin, 
which bioaccumulates in animals and aquatic species and can lead to birth defects and death. 
For Indigenous communities such as the Nishnawbe Aski Nation, Treaty No. 9 was supposed to 
preserve fishing rights, but this can be rendered useless if the fish is too toxic to eat. 
Aboriginal people have demonstrated blood mercury levels ranging from 660 ug/l in places 
where fish is a staple in the diet……the ‘safe’ level of blood mercury content in 5.8 ug/l. 

The DeBeers Victor Diamond Mine Project is the first of its kind to be permitted in the Hudson 
Bay Lowlands. The draining of the muskeg has already created mercury problems. Elsewhere, 
such as in Northwestern Ontario, a company called Platinex is aiming to do mineral 
exploration in the community of the Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug. If they win, the 
alterations of water bodies in this traditional territory will likely result in another case of 
mercury poisoning that First Nations have to deal with. In addition, a nickel copper rush is 
currently sweeping Ontario, compromising ever more rivers, animals, and human health.

Ontario Endangered Species Act

The ESA was supposed to protect almost 200 species of wildlife in Ontario from so called 
‘development’, but it hasn’t. Habitat loss is still the greatest threat to almost all endangered 
species in this province. In fact, over 45, 000 migratory bird nests are destroyed every year by 
the logging industry. The Ministry of Natural Resources is responsible for approving logging 
projects which will not compromise already vulnerable species…but in reality, they simply 
don’t have the resources to monitor the effect of these practices on animals.

Fatal Collisions

In cities, things aren’t looking any better for migratory birds. Fatal Light Awareness Program 
(FLAP) has recovered many thousands of dead birds among large buildings. In fact, over a 
million of them are killed by colliding with windows every single year in Toronto. Birds are 
confused by images reflected in windows and are attracted to lights. Migratory birds are 
sentient and deserving of life just like anybody else, and they are critical for maintaining 
ecological services such as keeping insect pests under control, pollinating, and dispersing 
seeds…so why isn’t the government stepping up and taking action to protect them?



~ Hold Your Breath: The Issue of Air Pollution ~

Air Pollution Kills

The Ontario Medical Association linked 5, 940 premature deaths, 17, 070 hospital admissions, 
and 60, 640 emergency department visits in Ontario in 2006. Yup, we’re breathing poison and 
the government isn’t doing enough to prevent it. There are no laws around air quality in 
Ontario and the testing of the toxic emissions outputs are done on a case by case basis, 
meaning that as a whole, air pollution isn’t regulated and accounted for. As well, a company 
only has to report emissions when they exceed 10 tons per year. There is no system to track 
the cumulative amounts of chemicals emitted by factories cumulatively, or its health effects.

Sarnia: The Chemical Valley

Sarnia releases more toxic air pollutants than industry in any other community in Ontario. In 
Chemical Valley, you’ll find dozens of refineries, petrochemical facilities, and other 
manufacturing and energy production facilities. It's where a good chunk of Canada's 
petrochemical refining industry (which turns crude oil into things like plastic and gasoline) 
calls home. Some of the chemicals emitted from Sarnia’s contaminating, capitalist machine 
are those found in cigarettes. These substances are associated with environmental 
contamination, cancer, reproductive and development health effects, skewed birth sex-ratio, 
elevated hospital emission rates, high rates of asthma, miscarriages, just to list a few!

~ The Great Lakes: Our Great….Toilet? ~

Algae Blooms

Every day, 20 cities dump the equivalent of 100 Olympic swimming pools of sewage right into 
the Great Lakes. Every year, these 20 cities (which only make up a 3rd of the areas’ 35 million 
people) leak 90 billion liters of untreated sewage. Add to this the phosphorous that seeps in 
from farms and nearby industries, and you get the devastating effect of algae blooms. 
‘Nutrients’ essentially fertilize water, nourishing algae, which depletes oxygen essential for 
aquatic life. In 2011 a massive bloom spread across the western side of the basin. The bloom 
was mostly microcystis aeruginosa which produces a liver toxin that affects mammals. The 
bloom was caused by high rains which washed in nutrients and zebra mussles (an introduced 
‘invasive’ specie) effectively removed competitors which allowed microcystis to thrive.

The Effects of Global Warming

Climate change is warming the water and bringing more frequent heavy rainfall, aggravating 
existing problems in the Great Lakes. The intensity of these storms overwhelms our municipal 
infrastructure, leading to increased overflows that spill sewage and other contaminants into 
our water. Intense storms also lead to greater runoff, which carries fertilizers containing 
phosphorus into the Great Lakes. We're beginning to see the impacts. Over the last 30 years 
there has been a decline in water levels which intensify toxin concentrations and reduce 
wildlife habitats.



Even Closer to Home: Protect Grand River and Stop the Sludge Plant!

Currently, the construction of a sludge plant is being set forth at the head water of Grand 
River, 100KM north of Kitchener. This is a waste processing plant that would receive dangerous 
human, industrial, and medical waste to be transformed into fertilizers. The fertilizer would 
be sprayed on Grand River farms……which would ultimately end up in our bodies, as well as 
water bodies! Residents of Six Nations members organized and blocked the access road 
leading to the construction site. With growing awareness about this project, there is optimism 
that it will not go forth to threaten our well being.

~ Water is A Right: The Struggle of Indigenous Communities ~

Water Issues

In 2010, 49 First Nations communities had high risk drinking water systems and more than 100 
of them were dealing with ongoing boil water advisories. The federal government says that 
there are about 5, 000 first nations communities (more than 20, 000 residents) without the 
most basic water and sewage services. First Nations homes are 90 times more likely to go 
without running water than the rest of the people residing in Canada. The federal government 
admits that, “The incidence of waterborne diseases is several times higher in First Nations 
communities, than in the general population, in part because of the inadequate or 
nonexistent water treatment systems.”

Government Failure

There are no federal or provincial laws or regulations that ensure that First Nations receive 
drinkable water on reservations…..even federal employees working on reserves have that 
legal protection! A few communities that are at risk of becoming sick from dirty water are not 
receiving any government attention because they either a) don’t have any water system what 
so ever, so there’s nothing to ‘upgrade’ or b) because they have a treatment plant, but one 
that isn’t supplying the majority of homes in the community. In 2006, after the 2005 
Kashechewan Reserve evacuation of 800 people after an e.coli contamination breakout, the 
government came out with the Plan of Action for Drinking Water in First Nations Communities. 
Although some improvements were seen, the situation is still dire. Nearly 63% of surveyed 
indigenous people did not drink their tap water and a Polaris Institute report has further 
brought attention to the situation of many reserves that still exist without proper potable 
water sources.


